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The fabrication and characterization of hybrid architectures of ZnO nanowires (ZNWs) grown on organized carbon nanotubes (CNTs), by a two-step chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process involving CNT growth from a hydrocarbon source followed by ZNW growth using a Zn metal source, is reported. The ZNWs grow uniformly and radially from individual CNTs and CNT bundles, and the aligned morphology of the CNTs is not disturbed by the ZNW growth process. The nucleation and growth of ZnO crystals on CNTs are analyzed in relation to the classical vapor–solid mechanism. Importantly, the CNTs make uniform and distributed electrical contact to the ZNWs, with up to a 1000-fold yield advantage over conventional ZNW growth on a flat substrate. Hybrid ZNW/CNT sheets are fabricated by scalable CVD, rolling, and printing methods; and their electrical properties, which are governed by transport through the anisotropic CNT network, are characterized. Functional interaction between the ZNWs and CNTs is demonstrated by photoconductive behavior and photocurrent generation of the hybrid material under UV illumination. There is significant future opportunity to extend these processing methods to fabricate other functional oxides on CNTs, and to build devices that harness the attractive properties of ZNWs and CNTs with high volumetric efficiency over large areas.

1. Introduction

Hierarchically structured materials having a high density of nanoscale junctions between complimentary materials (e.g., conductors and semiconductors) along with large interfacial areas will be essential components of energy conversion and storage technologies that will bolster the future of our society. To this end, rationally designing, manufacturing, and studying the performance of self-similar assemblies of nanostructures at multiple length scales is indispensable towards understanding the capabilities and limitations of novel materials. Applications range from nanoscale chemical and biological sensors to electrodes for next generation batteries, capacitors, and photovoltaics. Scalable manufacturing of energy conversion and storage materials demands both engineering of individual nanostructures, and assembly of large numbers of complementary nanostructures into truly three-dimensional (3D) architectures that meet application-specific needs.[1]

Recent efforts have explored the synthesis and applications of myriad one-dimensional (1D) nanostructures made of individual materials,[2] as well as nanoscale heterostructures that combine the attributes of multiple materials. For example, “superlattice” nanowires (NWs) with alternating material segments are made by cycling the precursor chemistry during growth[3], or by sequential filling of porous templates.[4,5] Core–shell architectures are made by sequentially depositing nanoscale films on the outer surfaces of NWs, and these can function individually as photovoltaic cells.[6] Branched structures are made by seeding the outer surfaces of NWs with catalyst to cause additional NWs or nanotubes (NTs) to grow in a simultaneous or sequential fashion.[7,8] Also, many types of metal, oxide, polymer, and semiconductor nanoparticles (NPs) have been placed on the outer surface of carbon nanotubes (CNTs).[9–12] However, while extensive research has demonstrated the unique size and structure-dependent properties of these and many other nanostructured “building blocks”, relatively few scalable approaches exist for creating functional hybrid architectures in three dimensions.

A typical and versatile construct of 1D nanostructures is a vertically aligned array, where a large number (typically greater than $10^{10}$ cm$^{-2}$) of NTs or NWs is grown perpendicular to the surface of a flat substrate. Depending on the characteristics of the structures and synthesis methods, the vertical alignment is
achieved by crystallographic interactions with the substrate and/or by crowding among the structures during the initial stages of growth. This construct is attractive due to the high surface area of the nanostructures yet is limited by their length and by sometimes conflicting requirements for the structures both to convert or store energy carriers (e.g., by charge separation or intercalation), and to transport electrons to the substrate electrode. Therefore, a promising hybrid 3D construct could be created using an array of vertically aligned and electrically conducting nanostructures as the substrate for a second type of nanostructure having complementary properties.

CNTs\textsuperscript{13} are particularly attractive as scaffolds and templates for forming, connecting, and addressing other types of nanostructures since they are electrically conductive (all multiwalled CNTs (MWNTs) and statistically 33\% of single-walled CNTs) and mechanically robust, and their surfaces can be modified chemically.\textsuperscript{14} Further, vertically aligned CNT “forests” can be grown on diverse substrates including silicon wafers,\textsuperscript{14} metal foils,\textsuperscript{15} and advanced fibers,\textsuperscript{16} and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods in combination with ordinary lithography can create patterned and molded\textsuperscript{17} CNT forests over length scales ranging from micrometers to millimeters. Consequently, there has been wide study of CNT forests as electrodes for capacitors,\textsuperscript{18} ranging from micrometers to millimeters. Consequently, there has been wide study of CNT forests as electrodes for capacitors,\textsuperscript{18} ranging from micrometers to millimeters.

Zinc oxide (ZnO) NWs\textsuperscript{20} have been investigated for applications including light-emitting devices\textsuperscript{21} and vibrational energy harvesters.\textsuperscript{22} ZnO NWs (herein called ZNWs) have a wide band-gap (\(\sim3.37\) eV), large exciton binding energy (\(\sim60\) meV), and a non-central symmetric wurtzite crystal structure. They also exhibit UV photoluminescence (PL)\textsuperscript{21} and piezoelectricity.\textsuperscript{22} However, despite recent progress in the synthesis of ZNW arrays by high temperature vapor–liquid–solid (VLS)\textsuperscript{20} and vapor–solid (VS)\textsuperscript{23} as well as by low temperature aqueous solution methods,\textsuperscript{24} the performance and practical feasibility of resulting ZnO-based devices is limited by the lengths of ZNWs which are typically no more than 1–20 \(\mu\)m. As a result, the power output of ZnO-based energy harvesters has been scaled up by stacking and wiring multiple substrates each holding NW arrays.\textsuperscript{25} While this is effective, the relatively short NW length means that the volumetric performance of such a device is dominated by the substrate size, and device fabrication and assembly requires multiple delicate sequences.

In this paper, we introduce a versatile and scalable method for building hybrid 3D architectures of oxide NWs on vertically aligned CNTs. The hybrid structures are made by a two-step CVD process involving growth of vertically aligned CNTs from catalyst NPs on a silicon wafer, followed by catalyst-free NW growth on the CNT surfaces by thermal evaporation of a pure metal source in the presence of oxygen. This process is demonstrated by growing ZNWs on vertically aligned MWNTs, as shown in Figure 1. The ZNWs uniformly and conformally coat the surfaces of individual CNTs and CNT bundles throughout CNT forests. Importantly, the CNTs withstand the oxidative growth process for ZNWs and establish electrical contact to the ZNWs. Other approaches to fabricating complementary nanostructures with CNTs include assembly of axial heterojunctions (e.g., Si,\textsuperscript{26} Ni,\textsuperscript{27} Ag,\textsuperscript{28} Au/Cu,\textsuperscript{19} or Sn\textsuperscript{29}) and synthesis of nanostructures (e.g., MnO\textsubscript{2},\textsuperscript{30} GaN,\textsuperscript{31} Pt,\textsuperscript{32} and TiO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{33}) on the surfaces of CNTs. Fabrication of CNT-based axial heterostructures often requires the step of template preparation (e.g., anodized aluminum oxide\textsuperscript{15,27,28}) and later removal of the template. Additionally most methods to attach or grow other nanostructures onto CNTs have used solution chemistry which is advantageous due to its low temperature but can undesirably alter the morphology of the forest due to capillary forces.

We demonstrate scalable processing of vertically aligned hybrid ZNW/CNT forests, and laterally aligned ZNW/CNT thin films that can be integrated with lithographic processing. These novel materials have anisotropic electrical conductivity due to the hierarchical organization of the ZNWs on the CNT forest, and rapid photoelectric response due to the intimate contact between the nanostructured ZnO and the conductive CNTs.

2. Synthesis and Characterization of Hybrid ZNW/CNT Forests

2.1. Growth of ZnO NWs on CNTs

In order to create hybrid NT/NW architectures by simultaneously or sequentially performing two CVD processes, the respective process conditions and structures must be chemically and thermally compatible. Incidentally, we first learned that a typical VLS ZNW growth process\textsuperscript{14} using a ZnO powder source and Au catalyst is not suitable for creating hybrid ZNW/CNT structures, as the CNTs are destroyed (Fig. 1Sa in the Supporting Information).
due to the required combination of high temperature (950 °C) in an oxidizing environment. Further, an attempt to grow CNTs on ZNWs grown by the ZnO powder method failed because ZNWs are etched by hydrogen under the typical CNT growth conditions (Fig. S1b). Hydrothermal growth of ZNWs can be conducted at very low temperatures (70–200 °C) in liquid solution, and ZNWs were previously grown on CNTs by a hydrothermal method;[35] however, this process requires deposition of a nanocrystalline ZnO seed layer on the CNTs prior to ZNW growth, and needs a very long growth time (i.e., 12–48 h). More importantly, surface tension forces from the ZnO growth solution inevitably cause elastocapillary aggregation of the CNTs,[36] and this can undesirably alter the network morphology and prevent achievement of a well-organized hybrid array.

Accordingly, to facilitate synthesis of ZNWs without damage to the CNT substrate, we used a Zn foil source which has a much lower melting temperature (≈420 °C) and therefore creates sufficient Zn vapor ambient far below the oxidation temperature of CNTs. Using this approach, ZNW growth is performed in a conventional tube furnace (Fig. S2a) with a controlled low pressure atmosphere of mixed He and purified air. Air provides oxygen to form ZnO, while He enables independent regulation of the Zn vapor concentration and downstream transport for control of NW growth. A similar technique previously achieved the growth of a ZNW array on planar oxide substrates[37] without requiring a catalyst or seed layer. Unless otherwise noted, the structures shown in this paper were grown on MWNT forests for 20 min at 600 °C and 6 Torr, with a flow of 17.5 sccm air mixed with 20 sccm He. Further information, including details of the CNT growth method, is given in the Experimental section.

CNT forests which are initially black in color appear light gray to the naked eye after ZNW growth. The ZNWs grow uniformly and radially from the CNTs within the forest, as shown in scanning electron microscope (SEM) images (Fig. 1). Notably, the aligned morphology of the CNTs is not disturbed by the ZNW growth process. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis (Fig. S3a) also confirms that the structures grown on CNTs consist of Zn and O. Further, grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GI-XRD, Fig. S3b) confirms that the coating is crystalline ZnO.

ZNW growth penetrates uniformly into the CNT forest to a distance of approximately 15 μm; thus, growing ZNWs on CNT microstructures that are first grown from lithographically patterned catalysts can achieve fully 3D ZNW growth over areas. An example of this is shown in Figure S4, and demonstrates in principle that a wide variety of hierarchical designs can be built by our process.

2.2. Structural Characterization

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging of a hybrid ZNW/CNT bundle, shown in Figure 2, reveals precisely how the ZNWs extend from a nanocrystalline base layer that coats the CNTs. The ZNWs are approximately 300–500 nm long and 25–50 nm diameter, and notably this diameter is smaller than that of ZNWs typically grown on flat substrates from a powder source.[38] As clearly observed in Figure 2b, the ZnO nanocrystals directly contact the outer walls of the CNTs. Lattice-resolved imaging and selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) of an individual ZNW (Fig. 2c) determines the lattice parameters a × cos 30° = 2.8 Å and c = 5.2 Å, which are consistent with the exact values of a = 3.25 Å and c = 5.21 Å.[39] Therefore, the ZNWs have the expected hexagonal wurtzite ZnO structure, and grow along the c-axis in the [0001] direction which is energetically favored.[40]

Additional imaging confirms the polydispersity of ZnO crystal orientation with respect to the CNTs. For example, Figure 3 shows that ZnO crystals can nucleate directly on the CNT surface, and can also homogeneously branch at equal angles. In both cases, ZnO grows along the c-axis. Scanning TEM (STEM) with electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) (Fig. 3d) discloses a sharp interface profile between ZnO (represented by the oxygen edge) and C, where the transition between O and C occurs completely within a distance of ≈2.5 nm. Establishing this intimate contact is necessary for transport across the ZNW/CNT interface, and thus is vital for devices and materials which combine the characteristic properties of multiple nanostructures.

To assess how the outer surfaces of CNTs behave as a substrate for ZNW growth, ZNWs were also grown on isolated groups of
CNTs, which were created by contact transfer of CNTs from a forest onto a copper grid prior to ZNW growth. SEM examination of these structures (Fig. 4) reveals that the CNT surfaces are typically coated by a polycrystalline ZnO film, and that ZNWs extend from this base layer. We find that individual CNTs (or very small groups) act as suspended “strings” that support ZNW growth, and larger groupings of CNTs are coated with radially oriented ZNWs on their outer surfaces. Because a CNT forest contains isolated and bundled CNTs of varied aggregation,[41] we expect similar ZNW/CNT structures are present throughout the CNT forest. Thus, controlling the diameter, density, and hierarchical organization of CNTs within a forest using known methods[42] of controlling the CNT growth catalyst and CVD conditions can determine the relative density of ZNWs in the final hybrid material. So far, we have found that the ZNW diameter does not noticeably change with the size of the CNT bundle.

2.3. Photoluminescence Analysis

PL spectroscopy provides additional insight into the crystalline quality of the ZNWs and the interactions between the ZNWs and CNTs. Figure 5 shows the room-temperature PL spectra of our hybrid ZNW/CNT material, measured at 325 nm excitation. The PL spectra demonstrate a sharp and intense near-band edge UV emission peak at 397 nm, and a broad deep-level green emission peak at ≈550 nm. An as-grown, bare CNT sample does not show any PL sensitivity within the scanned wavelength range, which confirms the peaks shown in the ZNW/CNT sample are from the ZnO nanostructures. Also, the PL spectra of ZNW/CNT structures are invariant when the excitation wavelength is varied. The series of noisy peaks observed at around 450–490 nm is an artifact of the adhesive backing which was used to mount the ZNW/CNT sample to the measurement substrate, as verified by the spectrum for the tape in Figure 5. The relatively sharp UV emission peak indicates that the sample is highly crystalline and of good structural quality. The broad decay observed here is also attributed to spectral overlap between the ZnO spectrum and artifacts from the mounting tape.
Figure 5. PL spectra of the top surfaces of a ZNW/CNT sample and a bare CNT sample having the same geometry (1 cm × 1 cm lateral dimensions) taken at excitation wavelength of 325 nm.

The deep-level visible wavelength (550 nm) peak is typically associated with defects in the ZnO structure such as oxygen vacancies, and the broad peak centered at 525 nm is attributed to the recombination of photogenerated holes with ionized oxygen vacancies. It was also previously reported that the peak position of the green emission varies from 520 nm to 506 nm as the diameter of ZNWs varies from 100 nm to 25 nm. This change was attributed to a greater fraction of oxygen vacancies present in the thinner nanowires, because the greater relative surface area of thinner nanowires favored a higher level of surface and subsurface oxygen vacancies. The broad peak for our sample is thus indicative of the polydispersity in ZNW diameters grown on CNTs. The PL characteristics of both the ZNWs and the underlying film, and the characteristics of the ZNW–CNT interface, must be investigated further to fully understand the PL behavior of the hybrid material.

Further, while not an absolute measure, the intensity ratio of the near-band edge adsorption peak in the UV range to the deep-level emission peak in the visible range provides an indication of the crystallinity of the system. Thus, a strong, intense UV peak and a weak, broad visible peak indicate that the hybrid ZNW/CNT structures are highly crystalline with low defects.

3. Mechanism of ZnO Crystal Growth on CNTs

It is evident that CNTs facilitate abundant formation of ZnO nanocrystals on their surfaces, which then form ZNWs by continued growth. According to the VS mechanism that has typically been studied for NW growth on flat substrates, Zn atoms adsorb onto the substrate and migrate to defect sites (e.g., pits, protrusions) where they accumulate to form crystalline clusters. In our case, it is likely that ZnO nanocrystals form both on the surfaces of individual CNTs and in the nanoscale “grooves” between adjacent CNTs that are held closely by van der Waals interactions.

Zn is oxidized to ZnO upon interaction with the substrate, and as more Zn and O atoms are stacked on each ZnO grain, ZNWs grow preferentially along the [0001] direction which minimizes the total surface energy. After the stable clusters form, NW growth proceeds in the energetically favored [0001] direction. Previous research suggests NW growth is primarily fed by adsorption of adatoms onto the sidewalls of each NW and subsequent diffusion to the tips, where crystallization possibly occurs at advancing step edges arising from screw dislocations. If diffusion on the NW surface is much faster than self-nucleation of clusters on the NW surface, the NW lengths much faster than its diameter increases, and this is a favorable condition for growth of long and slender NWs.

Consistent with this mechanism, at short growth times (e.g., 5 min), we observe short ZNWs along with isolated ZnO nanocrystals on the CNTs (Fig. S5). At longer times (20 min as shown in Figures 1 and 4), the ZNWs are longer and the CNT surfaces are fully covered by a polycrystalline ZnO film. We expect that ZNWs that grow at shallow angles with respect to the CNT surface are eventually incorporated in the ZnO film that coats the CNTs, and ZNWs that grow at larger angles to the substrate remain freestanding. As shown in Figure 3a, branching of the ZnO also occurs.

Thus, the mechanism of ZNW growth on CNTs is analogous to that on flat substrates, and the initial formation of ZnO nanocrystals can be further understood by a classical model of nucleation and growth. Zn atoms adsorb and diffuse on the CNTs, forming ZnO nanocrystals that must exceed a critical size that dictates a decrease in their total free energy with continued growth. In other words, for a cluster of given size to be stable, its growth must create a net decrease in total free energy. This critical size is estimated by calculating the first derivative of the total free energy (ΔG) of a nanocrystal with respect to its radius R, as fully described in the Supporting Information. Modeling the cluster as a hemisphere on a flat substrate and considering the change in surface energy due to nanoscale curvature of the cluster (Fig. 6a), we find that the free energy of formation (ΔG) is

\[
\Delta G = \pi (3.3\sigma_1 + \sigma_{12}) R^2 - \frac{2\pi kT}{3\nu} \ln \left( \frac{P}{P_\infty} \right) R^3
\]

Here, \( \sigma_i \) is the cluster surface energy (ZnO), \( \sigma_{12} \) is the cluster–substrate interface energy (ZnO–C), \( \nu \) is the atomic volume, \( k \) is Boltzmann’s constant, \( T \) is the absolute temperature of the substrate, \( P \) is the pressure of the vapor precursor (determined from the source temperature), and \( P_\infty \) is the equilibrium vapor pressure above the bulk surface at T. Also, by taking the first derivative of Equation (1), we obtain that the minimum stable radius \( R^* \) (the critical radius) is

\[
R^* = (3.3\sigma_1 + \sigma_{12})/kT \ln (P/P_\infty)
\]

A critical limitation and simplification of this model is that the cluster contains only a single species; however, in our case Zn must interact with O to form ZnO, and it is not precisely known when...
and where Zn is oxidized during the atomic processes of adsorption, diffusion, and cluster formation. Further, all atoms needed to form a crystal of stable size do not arrive simultaneously. Thus, the dynamic stability of a crystal is affected by the diffusion and residence times of the adatoms on the substrate, which are not known. This model also does not consider the effects of substrate curvature and/or the nanoscale geometry of the nucleation sites, and the geometry of the ZnO–CNT interface will certainly determine the contact area per unit volume, and hence alter the contribution the ZnO–CNT interface to the total free energy.

With these limitations in mind, we estimate the critical radius $R^*$ for two limiting cases: (I) where Zn vapor adsorbs to form Zn clusters which are later oxidized, and therefore $P_{\text{so}}$ is the vapor pressure of Zn at the substrate temperature; and (II) where Zn vapor forms ZnO clusters immediately, and therefore $P_{\text{so}}$ is the vapor pressure of Zn above ZnO at the substrate temperature. Substituting these and other parameter values for our growth conditions as described in the Supporting Information, we get $R^* \approx 11.8$ nm for case (I) and $\approx 0.17$ nm for case (II). Also, as $T$ increases and temperature-dependent parameters such as surface energy and vapor pressure therefore also change accordingly, $\Delta G$ decreases for both cases (Fig. 6b and 6c).

According to these calculations, the critical cluster size is substantially smaller than the ZNW diameter observed in TEM images. Therefore, we can make two conclusions: (1) the cluster size does not directly determine the ZNW diameter, and (2) VS growth of ZnO on CNTs reflects competition between NW growth

--

Figure 6. Analytical model of heterogeneous nucleation and growth of ZnO nanoclusters: a) diagram of a hemispherical Zn (or ZnO) cluster being formed on a substrate surface, having a diameter of $R$ and consisting of $N$ Zn atoms; plots (b) and (c) are showing $\Delta G$ versus $R$ at different temperatures for the two limiting cases discussed in the text. Plot (b) applies when Zn vapor directly adsorbs to form Zn clusters which are later oxidized, and (c) applies when Zn vapor forms ZnO clusters immediately.

Figure 7. Increase in the yield of ZNWs and mass ratio (ZNW to CNT) achievable by introducing the ZNW/CNT hybrid architecture: comparative illustrations of the yield of ZNWs in (a) a flat substrate and (b) a CNT array. c) Calculated mass ratio of ZNWs to CNTs in the hybrid architecture. Parameters shown in (a) and (b) are defined in Figure S7 in the Supporting Information, and are used to plot (c).
and polycrystalline film growth. As time proceeds, the balance between NW and film growth depends on the tendency to form new crystals via continuous nucleation, and the tendency to grow NWs from the initial crystals as their size increases, and clusters of a certain size much larger than the critical size for nucleation emerge in the [0001] direction as NWs.

Further, we observed that film growth dominates over NW growth as the temperature increases (Fig. S6). This corroborates the analytical prediction that the free energy of cluster formation $\Delta G$ decreases as $T$ increases; an increased tendency to form stable clusters would result in decreased mobility of Zn and/or ZnO atoms to the tips of NWs. In the future, measurement of the growth kinetics and diameter and length distributions of ZNWs under different process conditions will shed more light onto the factors controlling the nucleation density and size of the nanostructures on CNTs.

4. Fabrication and Electrical Characterization of Anisotropic ZNW/CNT Thin Films

Owing to the high surface area of the CNTs, the hybrid ZNW/CNT configuration increases the yield of ZNWs by a factor of $10^2$–$10^3$ as compared to growth on a flat substrate of the same area. Also, the large mass ratio of ZNWs to CNTs, which will be imperative to achieve high performance for energy conversion applications, can in principle be tuned by over a broad range ($\sim 10^3$–$10^5$) by controlling the CNT and ZNW dimensions within reasonable bounds. All these calculations are based on measurements of ZNW dimensions from TEM images and are detailed in the Supporting Information with Figure S7 and Table S2, and summarized in Figure 7. Therefore, this material may present a significant performance advantage if intimate electrical contact is established between the CNTs and ZNWs at a high density and over a large area.

To investigate the electrical characteristics of the ZNW/CNT hybrid architecture, and to demonstrate its energy harvesting properties, we fabricated thin film devices comprising laterally aligned films of the hybrid material with integrated electrical contacts. Figure 8a depicts the fabrication procedure which is described in detail in the Experimental section. Briefly, CNT microstructures were grown from lithographically patterned catalyst, then the CNTs were “rolled” to form a horizontally aligned CNT (HA-CNT) sheet. Then Au electrodes were deposited using shadow masks, and finally ZNWs were grown on the CNTs. As seen in SEM images of the device (Fig. 8b), ZNWs selectively grow on the CNTs in comparison to the surrounding substrate (i.e., smooth SiO$_2$/Si surface), confirming that (consistent with the VS mechanism) the substrate surface roughness plays an important role in heterogeneous nucleation. This attribute is further advantageous in self-patterning ZNW growth based on the substrate topography.

The electrical characteristics of the laterally patterning thin films were measured using a 4-point method before and after ZNW growth, both parallel and perpendicular to the CNT alignment direction. The $I$–$V$ curves are shown in Figure 9a. As expected from the anisotropic organization of the film, the electrical conductivity is significantly larger along the CNT axis (“parallel” device), than perpendicular to the CNT axis (“perpendicular” device). This unique anisotropic behavior represents transport where the resistance is dominated by the characteristics (e.g., wall structure and defects) along individual CNTs in the parallel configuration; and primarily by electron hopping between CNT sidewalls in the perpendicular configuration.

The electrodes are deposited prior to ZNW growth and therefore the CNTs “under” the ZNWs. Because the anisotropic electrical conductivity of the film persists after ZNW growth, we conclude that the ZNW growth process does not alter the properties of CNTs. This corroborates our TEM images (Fig. 2) that show intimate contact between the graphitic CNT walls and ZnO nanocrystals. Further, the electrical conductivity in both directions is slightly higher after ZNW growth, demonstrating that the ZnO nanostructures bridge the high-resistance contacts between neighboring CNTs, and can also possibly mitigate resistance at serious defects (i.e., kinks, breakages) along individual CNTs. Accordingly, the relative decrease in resistivity after ZNW growth
(Fig. 9b) is much larger (77%) for the perpendicular device than the parallel device (11%). The resistivity of ZNWs was previously measured to be $3.5 \times 10^8 \Omega \cdot \text{cm}$, which is several orders of magnitude higher than measured for the CNT sheet in either direction. Therefore, even though the electrodes are connected by a continuous path of ZnO because the CNTs are coated with a thin ZnO film at the base of the NWs, electrical transport through the ZnO has a negligible contribution to the transport through the device.

We also measured the electrical transport across the ZnO/CNT interface by depositing a fifth Au electrode on top of the device after ZNW growth, resulting in transport through a series path of Au-ZnO-CNT-Au. The linearity of this I–V curve (Fig. 9c), in conjunction with the linearity of the I–V curves through the CNTs (Au–CNT–Au; Fig. 9a) demonstrates Ohmic contact between ZnO and the CNTs. In other words, the ZnO and CNTs form a nonrectifying junction, which is expected because MWNTs, which are metallic regardless of their chirality, have a lower work function (4.5–5.0 eV$^{57}$) than n-type ZnO (5.3–5.4 eV$^{58}$).

5. Photoconductive Behavior and Photocurrent Generation of the ZNW/CNT Hybrids

Finally, we demonstrate that the ZNW/CNT hybrids can be building blocks for new energy conversion materials that couple the attractive properties of ZNWs and CNTs. As an initial step in this direction, the hybrid ZNW/CNT films demonstrate photoconductive behavior and photocurrent generation, with rapid dynamics, upon exposure to UV illumination. These tests were performed using the ZNW/CNT film with Au contacts in the parallel device configuration, and the intensity of illumination was controlled by changing the distance between the UV source and the device. CNT sheets without ZNWs do not exhibit any of these photoresponsive characteristics. The configuration for these measurements is shown schematically in Figure 10a.

5.1 Photoconductive Behavior

First, in Figure 10b, we see that the resistivity of the ZNW/CNT film decreases slightly upon UV illumination, and the magnitude of this decrease is proportional to the UV intensity. This is well-known as the photoconductive effect$^{59}$ and the relatively small magnitude of the decrease in resistivity is consistent with our understanding that the electrical transport through the device is dominated by conduction through the underlying MWNTs which are metallic. Based on previous studies of ZnO photoconductivity$^{59–61}$, we suggest that ambient O$_2$ adsorbs on the ZNW surfaces and associates with free electrons from the n-type ZnO.

$$h^+ + O_2^{- (ad)} \rightarrow O_2(g)$$

The remaining free electrons enhance the conductivity of ZnO, and this marginally enhances the ZNW/CNT hybrid conductivity.

Previous photoconductivity measurements of individual ZNWs made electrical contacts directly to the ZnO, which in combination with the low conductivity of ZnO results in significant photoconductive gains$^{60}$. However, the comparatively slight enhancement of the ZNW/CNT conductivity in our study suggests that the additional free electrons are donated from the ZnO nanostructures to the CNTs, and these electrons have a measurable yet small effect on the CNT conductivity. Consistent with the photoconduction mechanism, there is no measurable change in conductivity when the ZNW/CNT device is exposed to UV light in vacuum (Fig. S8). Therefore, in the absence of oxygen interaction on the surface of ZnO, the photogenerated electron–hole pairs recombine within the material and do not contribute to conduction.
5.2. Photocurrent Generation and Response Dynamics

The ZNW/CNT film also produces a distinct electrical current when illuminated under zero bias, indicating that the hybrid material itself operates like a photovoltaic cell (Fig. 10c). We suggest this current is generated by continuous turnover of the oxygen-mediated photoconduction mechanism. Continuous adsorption and desorption of ionized surface oxygen collects photogenerated holes from the surface of the ZnO (the anode), while electrons flow into the CNTs (the cathode) and are collected by the circuit. Notably, this current is absent in vacuum, confirming that ambient oxygen is necessary to generate the photocurrent. The high surface area of our device increases the intensity of the photocurrent, even though the kinetics of oxygen adsorption and desorption may be relatively slow. The external quantum efficiency (EQE) of this behavior is approximately 1%, at a UV intensity of 19.3 mW cm\(^{-2}\). Under these conditions, the device generates 5.93 \(\mu\)A cm\(^{-2}\) (based on the illuminated film area of 0.27 cm\(^2\)), and 0.97 mV which is measured across the Au electrodes at opposite extents of the film.

The ability of the hybrid material to generate a photocurrent through the CNTs at zero bias indicates that electrons from the semiconducting ZnO structures can readily transport to the metallic CNTs due to the ohmic contact between the CNTs and ZnO. Upon exciton generation inside the ZnO, photogenerated electrons from ZnO flow into the CNTs. The direction of the photocurrent is determined by the contact resistances between the Au electrodes and the ZNW/CNT film. The photocurrent flows to the electrode with the lowest contact resistance, and the direction of current flow does not change when the connections to the measurement circuit are reversed.

Finally, the photoresponse dynamics are studied by switching the UV light on and off, with the device in air. The rates of increase and decay of the photocurrent are strikingly rapid, as it takes less than 0.5 s for the current to decay to below 1% of the steady illumination value at 0 V bias (inset to Fig. 10c), and less than 1 min to decay at 300 mV bias (data not shown). Comparatively, UV photodetectors based on individual ZNWs exhibit response times ranging from seconds to minutes,\(^{[55,60,62]}\) and photodetectors using polycrystalline ZnO thin films exhibit response times ranging from a minutes to hours.\(^{[61]}\) The rapid response of the ZNW/CNT hybrid is attributed to the intimate contact between the ZNWs and CNTs, which enables rapid dissipation of carriers that remain in the ZnO after the illumination is turned off. Hence, the distance for dissipation of charge carriers is the ZNW length, and therefore our material combines the large-area scalability of a thin film with the rapid response observed with individual NWs.

6. Conclusions

We have demonstrated a suite of versatile methods for building hybrid architectures of ZNWs on aligned CNTs. The inherent scalability of the two-step CVD process, as well as the rolling and patterning methods used to fabricate functional hybrid sheets, suggest it will be possible to scale this process for efficient manufacturing. The CNTs are a true 3D substrate that makes uniform and distributed electrical contact to the ZNWs, thereby overcoming an important obstacle to the use of aligned NWs that have been previously demonstrated on flat substrates. The UV-induced photoconductive behavior and photocurrent generation of the ZNW/CNT hybrids are examples of how this architecture may be used to efficiently couple the attractive properties of NWs in large numbers. These may take advantage of the utility of ZNWs in dye-sensitized solar cells, gas sensors, and piezoelectric devices.
Our process is also scalable to virtually any CNT configuration, ranging from isolated CNTs in electronic devices, to bulk configurations like tangled films (“buckypapers”) and powders. These are important steps toward next-generation nanoscale energy conversion and storage technologies.

7. Experimental

CNT Forest Growth [63]: Catalyst and support layers of Fe (1 nm) and Al2O3 (10 nm) were sequentially deposited by electron beam evaporation (Si-J2, Denton Vacuum, Inc.) onto a p-type (100) silicon wafer coated with 500-nm-thick thermally grown SiO2. The catalyst substrate was loaded in an in-diameter quartz tube and placed in a single-zone atmospheric pressure tube furnace (Thermo-Fisher MiniMite), which is shown schematically in Figure S2a. The sample was located 10 cm downstream of the control thermocouple of the furnace. After purging with 1000 sccm He (99.999% UHP, Metro Welding, Detroit, MI) at room temperature for 5 min, a flow of 400 sccm He and 100 sccm H2 (99.999% UHP, Metro Welding) was maintained for 5 min to establish the catalyst annealing atmosphere before heating. Then, the furnace was heated to the growth temperature of 775 °C for 10 min, and maintained for 10 min to anneal the catalyst, and then 100 sccm C2H2 (99.9% UHP, Airgas, Inc., Randor, PA) was added for the growth duration of 20 min. After growth, the furnace was cooled to room temperature under a slight He flow.

ZnO NW Growth on CNTs: ZnO NW (ZNW) growth was performed in the same tube furnace as CNT growth, and separate dedicated quartz tubes were used for CNT and ZNW growth. A piece of Zn foil (≈0.6 g, 99.98%, Alfa Aesar) was loaded at the center position (location of control thermocouple) of the in 1 diameter quartz tube and the CNT samples (i.e., plain CNT forests, CNT bundles on TEM grids, horizontally aligned CNT sheets) were placed 6–7 cm downstream of the center of the furnace. The furnace was initially pumped to approximately 10⁻² Torr, then was heated at a ramp rate of 30 °C min⁻¹ under a controlled amount of He flow, which was kept throughout the process to facilitate vapor transport. Then, a flow of air (zero grade, Airgas) was added after the furnace temperature surpassed the melting temperature of Zn (≈420 °C); this initiates ZNW formation onto the target substrates [37]. The pressure was maintained constant throughout the process using a feedback control system with a motorized valve.

The structures shown in Figures 1–6 were grown at 17.5/20 sccm air/He, at 6 Torr pressure, with 600 °C furnace setpoint temperature. According to temperature profiles (Fig. S2b) measured along the central axis of the furnace tube, the temperature was 614 °C at the center location and 591 °C at the sample position.

Structural and Optical Characterization: SEM imaging along with EDX analysis was performed using a Philips XL30-PEG, operating at 10 kV, with the stage typically tilted at 45°. GI-XRD analysis was conducted under thin film grazing incidence mode at GI angle of 0.5° with Cu Kα (alpha) laser radiation (Rigaku Ultima IV). To prepare samples for TEM characterization, as-grown CNTs were sonicated in toluene without any surfactant for 1 h and several drops of this dispersion were applied to a copper mesh TEM grid. After drying in flowing N2, some of the thin CNT bundles and/or individual CNT filaments remained suspended. ZNWs were then grown on the CNTs by placing the grid inside the furnace at the same position as the flat substrate. A JEOL 3011 TEM instrument operating at 300 kV was used for conventional TEM (CTEM) imaging. A JEOL-2010F analytical electron microscope (AEM) supporting both CTEM and STEM modes was used at the operation voltage of 200 kV to characterize the ZnO–CNT interface and its elemental composition through high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) imaging and EELS. The lens conditions were set to define a probe size of 0.2 nm for HAADF imaging and EELS analysis. A 0.5 eV/pixel dispersion was used that gave an energy resolution of about 1.5 eV (full-width at half maximum, FWHM). X-ray diffraction was performed on a Rigaku Ultima IV in thin film grazing incidence (GI) mode at an angle of 0.5°.

In preparation for PL measurements, ZNWs were first grown on a 1 × 1 cm CNT forest substrate, and then the ZNW/CNT sample was carefully delaminated from the substrate using a cleaned razor blade. The ZNW/CNT forest was mounted on a quartz plate using a double-sided tape (3M). An as-grown CNT sample with the same size was processed identically as a reference. The PL spectra were acquired using a fluorescence spectrophotometer (QM-4, PTI) with an excitation beam wavelength of 325 nm.

Device Fabrication: First, vertically aligned CNT “blades” were grown from lithographically patterned catalyst. To pattern the catalyst, a SiO2/Si wafer was coated with ≈3-μm-thick photoresist (SPR220) by spin-coating at 3000 rpm for 30 s and pre-baking at 115 °C for 90 s. The sample was exposed to UV light for 6 s on a Karl Suss MA-6 Mask Aligner in order to lithographically define the shape and position of the catalysts. The sample was then post-baked at 115 °C for 90 s, and then immersed in MIF 300 developer for 1 min. Next, Fe and Al2O3 were deposited by e-beam evaporation on the sample. Lift-off was performed by sonicating the sample in acetone for 5–10 min, then washing in isopropyl alcohol and deionized water. After CNT growth, the CNT blades were transformed to horizontally aligned (HA-CNT) sheets by mechanical rolling followed by elastocapillary densification as discussed in our separate publication [53]. Electrodes were then deposited on by e-beam evaporation of Au (800-nm thickness) through shadow masks that were laser-cut in polyester film. Finally, ZNWs were grown directly on the CNT sheet device having Au electrodes by the aforementioned procedure.

Device Characterization: The electrical and photoelectric properties of ZNW/CNT devices were characterized via a 4-point I–V measurement using a custom-built probe station. UV irradiation was applied using an UV lamp (Dymax, Model 2000 Flood, 365 nm, 75 mW cm⁻²). The UV intensity was modulated by changing the distance between the source and the device. For the measurements in vacuum environment, a vacuum probe station equipped with an ultrahigh vacuum system (Varian, TPS-Compact) and an optical window was used, and the experiments were carried out at the pressure lower than 2.5 × 10⁻⁶ Torr. All UV exposure experiments were conducted in a dark room to exclude any external light disturbance to the measurements.
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